Delta plane victim of 2nd hijacking

ATLANTA (UPI) - A Delta Air Lines jetliner carrying 64 persons on a multi-stop flight from Dallas to Charleston, S.C., was hijacked and ordered to Cuba yesterday - the second hijacking of the day.

Cpt. Ron Wanschet was preparing his DC-9 for landing 20 miles from Charleston when he announced that "I have a gentleman on board who wants to go to Havana."

The airliner landed without incident in Havana at 8:29 p.m. EST. There was no immediate indication when it would return with the other passengers.

It was the 13th hijacking of a U.S. commercial plane this year and the first since March 5. Earlier Monday, two young men ordered a Peruvian Fesusjet Airlines jet to Cuba but let its 71 other passengers get off during a refueling stop in Ecuador.

Paretians approved

McCOW (UPI) - Both the Soviet Union and Communist China reiterated their support for the laotian people fighting over the island, various reports disclosed yesterday. It was also revealed that a Soviet army colored and at least one officer have been killed in the fighting.

The government newspaper, Izvestia, said Col. D. V. Leovov was killed in the fighting and Capt. Leonov's death and held Demanisky Island in the frozen Ussuri River area was reported last week, who wrote elsewhere as fighting at a strength.

The rank of the commanders showed the Russians also had a few regiment of border guards and reserve infantry into the battle, which apparently involved 6,000 troops as well as armour and artillery on both sides. Both Soviet and Communist Chinese armies are reported to maintain an extended strength of 3,000 miles.

The clash Saturday was the second in two weeks between Soviet and Chinese forces at the island, which they call Chen Pao. It is located in the middle of a wandering river that serves as the border between Russia and Chinese Manchuria, and both sides claim it.

Commander says 'action' denied

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A former U.S. Pacific commander indicated to congressional investigators yesterday he was denied permission to recover the spy ship Pueblo after it was seized into North Korean territorial waters.

But retired Adm. Ulysses S. Grant Sharp refused to go into further detail at a public hearing by a House Armed Services subcommittee. He insisted on telling the rest of his story in a closed executive session.

"Did you initiate a request to take positive action?" asked congressional counsel Frank O'Connor.

"Yes," replied Sharp, quickly adding that any elaboration would have to be secret.

British prepare for island Invasion

LONDON (UPI) - British paratroopers and Scotland Yard police subdued under conditions of secrecy yesterday night for what appeared to be an invasion of Anguilla, the rebellious Caribbean island British officials have said is dominated by U.S. gangsters.

Butdo of more than 100 paratroopers left their headquarters near Aldershof for an undisclosed destination. More than 40 policemen left Scotland Yard under the same circumstances. The unit is believed to be headed for the Royal Air Force base at Lisbon where transport planes were standing by for a trans-Atlantic hop.

In St. Thomas, V.I., Adie Ottley, station manager of station WSTA there, said he toured the tiny island 170 miles due east of Puerto Rico last weekend and found the populace of 6,000 pleased but uncertain as to what would happen.

Revealed: American air losses in Viet

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - American air armadas protecting Communist supply routes in Laos in hundreds of raids daily have lost at least 100 planes to ground fire since the bombing of North Vietnam was stopped by the United Nations, according to today's edition of The Observer.

The source said the U.S. air raids in Laos, mostly along the "Ho Chi Minh" supply trail winding into South Vietnam, have been about as intense as the fighting in North Vietnam.

The Laos attacks are never formally reported by the U.S. Communist press. But the observers said 200 to 300 planes have averaged from 300 to 400 daily. Laos is nominally neutral.

The observers learned that the U.S. aircraft losses have ranged from multiple hits to a fighter hunters to light reconnaissance planes. In ground fighting in South Vietnam yesterday, Communist troops struck at outposts on the northern approaches to Saigon.

Spokesmen said the raids killed 10 American soldiers and wounded 15. Communist losses were placed at 42 killed.
Brooks to open Black Arts Festival tonight

Included in the presentation will be dramatist Val Gray, poet Eugene Perkins, author Sigrid Undset, and editor David Lloren.

LeRoi Jones, a controversial black nationalist, will end the weeklong series with an 8 p.m. talk Sunday (March 23) in Washington Hall co-sponsored by the Black Arts Festival and the Sophomore Literary Festival. Jones, a poet, playwright, novelist and essayist, has argued for rejection of the culture of white American and called for a black culture built on an African tradition.

The lectures are open to the public, but there is an admission charge of $1 for students and $2 for non-students to the jazz concert. Several other black artists will be on campus during the week and available to individual students in Room 2F of the LaFortune Student Center.

The girls were far more receptive at LeMans and the charge ended there. Various sortees were made to outbuildings but everyone struck out there. The raiders broke up into smaller groups to cover as much area of LeMans as possible and whenever an oasis was found there was an immediate surge in that direction.

The ragged edges of the initial spring panty raid were evident at LeMans. The usual teasers by the girls and the obscenities in return by the boys were on a small scale, but the unportsmanlike conduct of some of the girls such as throwing water and hard objects and the breaking of windows by the boys pointed out the relative lack of experience on both sides. But, the experience of participants is sure to rise if the words of one person come true, "We'll have another one before Easter."

Management Conf.
speakers announced

Henry S. Schuemer, deputy assistant commissioner for administration at the national headquarters of the Social Security Administration, Balti more, Md., will be one of the principal speakers during the Notre Dame-St. Mary's 17th Annual Union-Management Conference April 11, it was announced today by the Rev. Mark J. Fitzgerald, professor of economics and director of the conference.

The sessions will be held in Saint Mary's O'Leary Auditorium under the sponsorship of the Notre Dame department of economics, in cooperation with the Notre Dame Law School, Unions, Management and Saint Mary's College. He will speak on "Trends in Social Security Coverage" at the conference's 11:20 a.m. session.

Over 500 registrants are expected to attend the annual conference as representatives of Management and Unions in the Midwest.
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The sessions will be held in Saint Mary's O'Leary Auditorium under the sponsorship of the Notre Dame department of economics, in cooperation with the Notre Dame Law School, Unions, Management and Saint Mary's College. He will speak on "Trends in Social Security Coverage" at the conference's 11:20 a.m. session.
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Gwendolyn Brooks, Pulitzer Prize winning poet and poet laureate of the State of Illinois, will be the first speaker in the literature and fine arts section of the University of Notre Dame's student-sponsored Black Arts Festival.

Miss Brooks, who currently teaches at Northwestern University and has won several awards for her verse, will speak tonight at 8 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium.

A jazz concert by the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians is scheduled for Wednesday at 8 p.m. with a tentative location of the Center for Continuing Education.

Another black poet, Roy Hill of Kansas State University, will speak Thursday at 3 p.m. in the Center for Continuing Education. Hill has also written short fiction and biography.
Kay Markle

"Deferred gratification"

Sociologists term the life of a college student that of "deferred gratification." For in order to get an education, we have decided to put off enjoying all the things that high-school dropouts, dropouts and 20-year-old married couples with two children are enjoying right now. But while students are willing to defer gratification—sometimes indefinitely—they can be pushed too far, asked not only to defer but to accept outright anguish. An impartial sampling of anguish students provided the following list of things which go beyond deferment and into the realm of numbness acceptance:

The recent proliferation of mimeographed letters to the student bodies of ND and SMC. It hints, some people believe, at a mistrust-promply even an active dislike—harbored by the administrations of these schools for those who study there. Father McGarath's communication of March 10th deserves special mention. Although St. Mary's College has not had a demonstration once, not even as far back as the oldest nun can remember, this does not at all detract from the vigor, immediacy and originality of Father McGarath's statement. One can only hope that the Academic Affairs Council did not sit up until the wee hours of the morning formulating it. All they actually had to do was run across the road and pick up the ditto sheets Father Henbarg had typed up a few weeks ago.

The suggestion that the Student Body President and Student Body Vice-President at SMC be given either a stipend or academic credit for their "eight-hour-a-day" job, which no one asked them to take, keep or work at for eight hours a day.

The weekly campus showing of eleven movies, ten of which were terrible when first run in theaters and have not improved with time.

People who have large calendars tacked to their walls on which every night they ritualistically cross off one more day until Easter. Class meetings at St. Mary's. This can be modified to particularly include junior class meetings at St. Mary's during which such subjects as off-campus housing, senior exemptions from finals and camps are all passed off quickly in order to get to the real business of the day: the organization of a football team.

The Doone's hysterically insistent ads that tomorrow is the absolutely and unequivocally last day this year to get your senior pictures taken.

Buttons reading, "Kiss Me, I'm Irish."

"If somebody could just put a few of these things, a lot of people would be very grateful and we could all move onward, waiting for Easter, deferring our gratification and thinking of the day when we'll be making $30,000 a year and all of this will, in retrospect, seem worth it.

Grants total over $3/4 million

A total of $762,538 was received by the University of Notre Dame in February for research, equipment, and educational programs, according to a report issued today by Dr. Frederick D. Rossini, vice president for research and sponsored programs.

Included in the total was $392,989 from the U.S. Office of Education for the construction of the biology section of the University's Life Science Center and a second equipment grant of $1,000 to the department of mechanical engineering from the Trans Company.

Research awards were as follows:

$75,000 from the Office of Naval Research for nuclear structure research by the University's nuclear physics team of Drs. Cornelius P. Browne, Paul R. Chagnon, Sperry E. Darden, Walter C. Miller, and Andrew Rolloff.

$21,361 from the U.S. Army Research Office for the study of "chemical and conformation of 1,3-dithiane and 1,3-dioxane derivatives" by Dr. Ernest L. Elie, professor of chemistry.

$10,000 from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for the study of "intestinal transport in xenic animals" by Dr. Tomokiyo Asano, associate professor of microbiology.

$8,750 from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation for a research fellowship for Dr. Gerhard Binsch, assistant professor of chemistry.

$5,000 from the Marion Institute's Voter Registration & Poverty Survey.

Professor Donald P. Costello, Director of Undergraduate Studies in English, announced that the department is accepting entries for the annual undergraduate literary prizes.

There are three separate awards: The Henry McCollum Medal is awarded to the senior who submits the best essay on a literary subject. Class poems or stories from Special Studies courses are eligible." A second award is "The Mitchell Award of $5,000 which goes to the undergraduate who submits the best original poem (one act or longer)." The last is "The Samuel Hano Award of $10,000 which goes to the student who submits outstanding poetry."

Entries open in literary contest

Each student is asked to submit no more than six poems, with a total not to exceed 200 lines. The instructions specify that "All entries must be typed, identified by author's name and submitted in three copies to Room 306 O'Shaughnessy later than April 17, 1969.

IS THIS YOU

I am opposed to the Viet Nam War (and any such war that is not based on the defense of our country). Please send me application to the Ministry of your church, as well as information as to its beliefs and membership throughout the world.

It is my understanding that if I am accepted to the ministry of your church, I can not conscientiously participate in any military involvement not directly concerned with the defense of our country or its possessions. I further understand that training will not interfere with my normal work or academic schedule, and I can choose my own location or nation of service to God and humanity.

Enclosed is $1.00 to cover clerical expenses and cost of mailing.

NAME..................................................................AGE......................

ADDRESS...............................................................CITY..............................STATE. ZIP........

Mail entire ad to: Church of the Humanitarian God; P.O. Box 13236, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733.

Applications now being accepted for

All Union positions

Following Cabinet positions

Human Affairs
Student Life
Academic Affairs
Judicial Coordinator

NSA Coordinator
Off-Campus Commissioner

Phil McKenna
Mail to—
c/o Student Govt. Office
Box 522

Deadline— Thurs. March 20, 1969
12 noon
interviews to be held Thurs. night.
Restricted Irish beaten in Bengals

By TERRY O'NEIL
Observer-Sports Editor

It was the kind of day that Notre Dame's Irishmen did their best fighting last night in taverns and bars. The spirit was born and nurtured.

Sadly, nine of Elin's sons were found murdered by his mother's conscriptions while scrapping in the Crawford Center--i.e., a referee, 12-ounce gloves, ring ropes, three rounds of two minutes each. The rounds were too much. Eight of the nine were dead.

That was the big story of last night's quarter-finals in the 38th annual Bengal Football. The tickets are sold tomorrow and the finals Friday.

25 POUNDS
Com unlimitedly killed Jack Bianco and rangey Jack Griffin, both juniors, most important to the semifinals by decision.

Bianco survived an action-packed junior 135-POUND "knockout" by Alphonso "Mossed" Jones in the 2nd round. The battered Bianco grabbed the title and his name was applauded by the students of the Bobcats. The Observer is published daily by students of the University of Notre Dame.

The Observer, 41013
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (UPI) -

The Southern California star halfback, the Bills No. 1 draft pick, who played football for Buffalo owner Ralph Wilson, was nominated for the National Football League on the West Coast because San Francisco is his home.

"I would prefer playing with the Bills," he said, "but if he does not get the contract he wants, he may go. Canadian football or in the Continental League, a minor pro circuit.

Simpson did not spell out specifically the terms he seeks in a pro contract, he said specifics have not been discussed with the Bills--only what he believes is his proper place in professional football.

"I'd like to sign a contract as soon as possible," he said. "I want to settle down," he said. "I'm quite happy to get to the start of training camp, but if I get a contract I think I can be satisfied.

Despite some other business possibilities, including the movie industry, Simpson said he would much rather sign a contract to play professional football, a sport in which he made a name for himself as the country's No. 1 collegiate star.

Tampa, Fla. (UPI) -- They talk and write about democracy at work, but it's about time someone did something about it here.

This is the place. The Cincinnati Reds training camp. They really show you democracy at work here.

The lowest guy on the totem pole drives a car and makes a hit at a ball game. The top banana. The boy drawing down the most bread here, better than $85,000 worth, goes to the guy that gets to settle the field fight in the junkyard anymore.

You've heard of how men run hitlers always end up driving Cadillacs, isn't it?

Meet Pete Rose. He hits singles. He drives in runs. He guaranteed 194 Ford. That's right, a 1943 Ford. But don't go feeling sorry for him. This isn't one of those ordinary, garden variety 1943 Fords. This one has two or three extra letters. Like stero phonic sound and a garden variety 1934 Fords. This one has two or three little extras. Like stero phonic sound and a garden variety 1934 Fords. This one has two or three little extras. Like stero phonic sound and a garden variety 1934 Fords. This one has two or three little extras. Like stero phonic sound and a garden variety 1934 Fords. This one has two or three little extras. Like stero phonic sound and a garden variety 1934 Fords.
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